
 

A long time ago in a galaxy far,
far away....

Episode 19
"May the 4th Be With You"

It is a period of rapid expansion. 

The Ventures of Knighted have stockpiled an army of Gaming Associates
so talented, that the Imperial Commanders are calling them "Jedi." What
can one do with these "Jedi Powers" such as the Force? The Knighted
Writer is here to explain such mysteries. Read on, and may the force be
with you, Padawans...

Don't Miss Open Enrollment!
May 26-June 5!

 

Company Announcements
Knights For Neighbors
Employee Spotlight
Keeping it Light
Banker Brilliance



  
Open enrollment is upon us! From May 26 through June 5, you
can call to change your benefits elections for the 2015-2016 plan
year, which begins on June 1, 2015. This will be your only
opportunity to change your elections or add dependents until the
next plan year, unless you have a qualifying life event. Be sure
to call in to learn about new benefits, including Telehealth and a
new Employee Assistance Program!

Within the next month, you'll receive a packet in the mail
containing your enrollment materials. Please make sure to let
your H.R. department know if you've moved recently, so that we
can mail your enrollment information to the correct address. As
always, let us know if you have any questions related to your
benefits or to the open enrollment process.
 

HR Has a New Jedi!
We are pleased to
announce Megan
Burnett as Knighted's
newest Human
Resources addition. As
the Nor Cal HR Lead,
Megan will oversee
recruiting and hiring
initiatives and
activities, serve as an
additional point of
contact for guidance
and completion of
various employee
needs, and help
develop people to their
fullest potential.
 
Previous to joining the
Knighted family in
February, Megan
worked as a Business

Administrator for two of Silicon Valley's most reputable private
equity firms and a Technical Recruiter for a longstanding
nationwide staffing agency. With over five years of noteworthy
business experience and a passion for helping others, she
brings a keen understanding of organizational skills and an
unwavering desire to continually aid in the growth of Knighted
employees. Megan will be an integral part of our human
resources efforts, and we are pleased to have her with us. 

Fun fact: If you ever think you're seeing double, there's a good
chance you are. Megan is a twin! She and her sister Sandy both
began pursuing creative opportunities in the entertainment
industry at the age of ten and performed in various staged plays,
commercials, fashion shows, and music videos. Although she
has chosen a different professional path, Megan still values the
creative outlets in her life and can often be found drawing,
painting, or applying someone's make-up in her spare time. 

Please join us in welcoming Megan to her new role!

Knighted Ventures has Added a New
Sacramento Office!

Knighted Yodaisms
Health and Wellness

 
Answer all the

questions correctly to
be entered to win a
spectacular prize!

 
1. Baccarat was mentioned in
this famous film starring Chris
Tucker
 
2. A forced bet that must be
placed before the cards are dealt
in order for the player to play
 
3. When a dealer discards cards

4. A bet placed on a hand
without seeing the hand

5. Dr. Bashir plays baccarat to
gain audience with a scientist
named Dr. ___?

6. The act of forfeiting your hand

7. (down) To take another card

7. (across) The pre-specified
manner in which a paigow hands
are set by the dealer

8. The official who makes the
final decision on any disputes
about the game

9. Signals the end of a shoe

10. The supreme pair of tiles

11. Blackjack discard trays are

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ti9fAvsmgGYSmtgRm1J5ew8hEHlMaoWqU2thOgG60GlLmRHjyu1XwQlgqn8xjQfjOIfVZ2R0tGyhVz6wF2pSF7w9ejaz-QbW3knEp0D7fpUJyCvgDLijdEJ5rm-yUItLkttkyQPbk2cDsq_L812Anpk5xv84A1It8pKBa1o_HZ9CV3B7KUzr2Uw7x1SvjNuNUljI4nJ1zs8aZ812-ufpM90cmX-wykpaBEtVBbgLJjIabQI4bwUe54vuIuyPwVTZiAjcdHwYjR4=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ti9fAvsmgGYSmtgRm1J5ew8hEHlMaoWqU2thOgG60GlLmRHjyu1XwQlgqn8xjQfjOIfVZ2R0tGyhVz6wF2pSF7w9ejaz-QbW3knEp0D7fpUJyCvgDLijdEJ5rm-yUItLkttkyQPbk2cDsq_L812Anpk5xv84A1It8pKBa1o_HZ9CV3B7KUzr2Uw7x1SvjNuNUljI4nJ1zs8aZ812-ufpM90cmX-wykpaBEtVBbgLJjIabQI4bwUe54vuIuyPwVTZiAjcdHwYjR4=&c=&ch=


Knighted Ventures is proud to announce the opening of the brand
new Sacramento Office! The new property is located on 947
Enterprise Drive in Suite C, and it is a beautiful venue for
Training and Human Resources operations in the area.
Sacramento Knights now have a place to turn in paperwork to HR
or chat with Danith Ben, the trainer, on how to step up their game.
All questions or appointments in the Sacramento Office can be
made with Tyler Sexton by emailing tsexton@knighted.com.
Thank you to everyone in the company whose hard work has
made this possible!

Movers and Shakers

 
Our Knights moved light years and shook planets this month!
These transitions were a force to be reckoned with.

Movin': Jonathan Ruffo moved from Casino 580 to Bike, and
Elizah Caldwell did the opposite route from Bike to 580. Edwin
Aurelio, Lorenzo Bautista, Ricardo Calma, Raven Carter,
Bonnibelle Chukwuneta, and Julio Martinez all arrived at Cordova
as their base of operations. Tuan Nguyen, Socheatey Ung, May
Vang-Her and James Yang rappelled to Lotus to hold down the
fort. Welcome these associates to their new homelands!

Shakin': Sadie Moua, Anthony Patino, and Sonny Xiong have
levelled up to Supervisors, while JR Cataquian, David
Chlebowski, Neel Goundar, and James Rutledge have excelled
to the ranks of Shift Leads. Behold our new Senior Associates:
Bonnibelle Chukwuneta, Angela Lee, and Brandon Revering. 

translucent red to allow the
dealer to see ___ cards.

Submit Your
Answers to Win!
Give a round of applause to

Thomas Caseline for winning
last month's crossword.

You've won an Iron Man Mark
V Armor Suitcase Mobile

Fuel Cell! Congratulations!!
 

                                     
Answers From the Knighted
Crossword: Edition 1
  
Across
3. What is the most common
'Double Hand?' (pairpair)
5. When a player gradually
reveals a card in Baccarat.
(squeeze)
6. This game's name has a
literal translation of 'zeroes' in
Italian. (baccarat)
10. Occurs 9.5% of the time in
Baccarat. (tie)
11. A movie made in 1995
starring Robert De Niro and Joe
Pesci. (Casino)
13. Where is your schedule?
(whentowork)
14. ___ beats Dragon. (panda)
16. This bonus pays 200:1.
(miniroyal)
17. What do you call a 2 or 12
with a 9 tile of any kind. (wong)

Down
1. Knighted Ventures' largest
casino. (Bicycle)
2. Slang for the two-card low
hand. (hair)
4. This is offered when the dealer
draws a face-up Ace.
(insurance)
7. Total amount of money on the
table. (action)
8. Following the five-point ____.
(mantra)
9. Casino located in the Salad

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ti9fAvsmgGYSmtgRm1J5ew8hEHlMaoWqU2thOgG60GlLmRHjyu1XwQlgqn8xjQfjOIfVZ2R0tGyhVz6wF2pSF7w9ejaz-QbW3knEp0D7fpUJyCvgDLijdEJ5rm-yUItLkttkyQPbk2cDsq_L812Anpk5xv84A1It8pKBa1o_HZ9CV3B7KUzr2Uw7x1SvjNuNUljI4nJ1zs8aZ812-ufpM90cmX-wykpaBEtVBbgLJjIabQI4bwUe54vuIuyPwVTZiAjcdHwYjR4=&c=&ch=


Walk Now for Autism Speaks

 

Join "Team Jaxon" on May 31 for Walk Now for Autism Speaks! 
This event will be at Raley Field in Sacramento and it starts at 
9:00am sharp. So bring your KV spirit and support Ashley 
Perez, Ricardo Calma and their son Jaxon, who are walking to 
bring hope to all who deal with the hardships of autism. By 
walking, you are raising public awareness about the effects of 
autism on individuals, families and societies. By donating, you 
are helping fund biomedical research to help the world better 
understand autism and its causes. We could all be a part of 
finding a cure in the future. You are welcome to bring a friend or a 
loved one, and join us in Sacramento for all the fun. Sign ups will 
begin soon! Let's let the world know that beneath our shining 
armor, our knights have heart.

Earth Month Contest Winners!

 
Last month, we asked you to send in pics of you and your
coworkers celebrating Earth Day. We're pleased to announce the

Bowl of the World. (bankers)
12. When the dealer has a Jack-
high or lower. (noqualify)
14. Nobody wins, nobody loses.
(push)
15. Make 9. (paigow) 
 

Knighted Yodaisms

 
 
"Always pass on what
you have learned." - Yoda

Jason Kim, Senior
Manager - "Understand the
power of being in a high
performing [and] high
expectation social
environment versus a low
performing [and] low
expectation one. Your social
setting can strongly affect
what you believe is possible
- and that will affect your
confidence, the effort you
expend, and the results you
achieve."

Quynh Phan, Senior
Manager - "Tell me, I'll
forget. Show me, I'll
remember. Involve me, I'll
understand."

Shang Vang, Lead
Supervisor Cordova - "In
order to succeed, your
desire for success should
be greater than your fear of
failure."

Jorge Melendez, Lead
Supervisor 580 - "Success
is the product of overcoming
lists of excuses as to why
you cannot succeed; with
the focus being on, why you
must succeed."



winners of our contest: Breanna Abrams, Arthur Robles,
and Rando Has from the Bike, who all participated in a beach
cleanup! As a result, the Knighted Writer will adopt a whale on
their behalf. Thank you to those who participated in making the
world a better place this month, and keep up the good work!

Training to Become a Jedi Knight!

So you wish to become a Jedi Knight, Padawan? Your
midichlorian count alone will not suffice. For with great
talent comes great responsibility. Discipline, Focus,
Accuracy - these are the way of the Jedi. Cultivate these
and you will find your abilities fully realized. But beware,
young Padawan! Ambition without Discipline, confidence
without Focus, speed without Accuracy - there lies the
path to the darkside.

The vast majority of aspiring Jedi Knights find that the
fastest road to exceptional ability on the gaming table
and a VIP level skillset is a discipline of daily learning
and practice. Every time you seek to learn a new game,
you are extending yourself into unfamiliar territory. With
simpler games, you may find that some initial training
and table time will be sufficient. But as you advance in
skill and take on greater challenges like Pai Gow Poker
and Tiles, learning and retention of new skills and
information requires a much more consistent approach.
Repetition is essential if you wish to master any skill.
Remain disciplined, you must.

Whenever you see a Jedi Knight on a VIP game, she
can be immediately recognized by her cool demeanor in
the face of insurmountable action and an often
challenging player. She cannot be rattled, she remains
calm and collected, and she has a realistic assessment
of her own abilities and limitations. But there is a
difference between confidence and lack of concern. The
seasoned Jedi still cares deeply despite her extensive
experience, and her focus tightens to a pinpoint when
necessary. Distraction and negligence, the dark side are
they.

In this life there is no perfection, but the Jedi Knight
approaches perfection while accepting her limitations.
Practice makes perfect only if you practice perfectly. If

Pam Aquin, Lead
Supervisor Bike - "Be open
minded and be willing to
learn from others. In the end,
it will lead to one's own
personal and professional
growth."

Pheng Vue, Lead
Supervisor Lodi - "Enjoy
the journey!"

Arnel Aurelio, Lead
Supervisor Lotus - "Never
stop doing little things for
others. Sometimes, those
little things occupy the
biggest part of their hearts.
There is joy in serving and
doing good for others. This
brings significance and
meaning to our lives."

Zech Gauna, Lead
Supervisor Bike - "Do not
let what you cannot do
interfere with what you can
do."

Ben Castro, Lead
Supervisor 101 - "Do not
aim for success if you want
it. Just do what you love and
believe in it and it will come
naturally."

Connie Chung, Lead
Supervisor Bike - "Hard
work and a positive attitude
go a long way. As they say,
'A flower has to push
through a lot of dirt before it
can blossom.'"

Manny Moreno, Senior
Manager -"Nothing is
impossible, the word itself is
'I'M possible'!"

Trung Bui, Lead
Supervisor Palace - "It is
better to lead from behind
and to put others in front,
especially when you
celebrate victory when nice
things occur. You take the
front line when there is



you are satisfied with your mistakes, your lack of form
will be magnified as your speed increases. Accuracy is
much more important than impressive speed. Do it
slowly and do it correctly; the speed will flow naturally
from your diligence. Once you start down the path of
inaccuracy, forever will it dominate your destiny.

Congratulations, Padawan! You have begun the journey
towards Knighthood. Remain disciplined. Stay focused.
Do it right every time. Do this and Jedi Knight of the
Gaming Table you will be. Already you know that which
you need.

Jesus Millan - 101
Before Knighted Ventures, Jesus 
studied recreations leisure 
administration from Sacramento 
State in 2008. He has worked in 
many industries besides the 
casino industry as well, including 
program development 
coordination, food and beverage, 
and general contracting. Jesus 
will hit his three-year mark with 
Knighted in May, and says that 
his passion for his job comes 
from the people around him and 
the ever-changing workplace.

Fun Fact: Jesus loves to play baseball! He currently plays in a 
recreational league every Sunday, and plays both third base and 
shortstop. He's been playing baseball since he was eight years 
old, and his favorite team is the San Francisco Giants!
 
 Darwin Castro - Palace 

danger. Then people will
appreciate your leadership."

The UKnighted Reboot!

As many of you may have
noticed, the Northern California
UKnighted program has been on
hold as of late, but not anymore!
With a new approach, UKnighted
is ready to bring you all some
grade-A classes, once again.
The most important change to
note is location. We've taken
your feedback, we have heard
your ideas, and we are happy to
announce that moving forward,
UKnighted will be offered in the
different regions of our Northern
California casinos, on a rotating
basis, so we can bring our
exciting classes closer to each
of you. Every quarter, the class
will be held somewhere new -
but don't get discouraged! If you
are excited about a particular
class, everyone is welcome to
join, even if it might be a bit of a
farther drive for you.

Now, the most exciting news, is
our upcoming UKnighted course!
O n Tuesday, May 12th  from 1-
3 PM, our very own Pheng Vue,
Lead Supervisor at Lodi Casino,
will be holding an Excel
Tutorial class where he will be
teaching a range of topics for
beginner and intermediate Excel
users. The first class will start off
in the Bay Area at our Emeryville
office for our Bay Area casinos,
with the potential of hitting the
other Northern California locations
in upcoming quarters. If you
would like to join and have your
own tablet or laptop, you are
welcome to bring them along so
you can follow the exercises as
Pheng teaches.

Look out for the sign-up sheet
that will be posted in the casinos
shortly. Never hesitate to reach
out to let us know what you think!
We want to teach what YOU
want to learn. As for next quarter,
look out Sac area, we're coming
to you next! 



Darwin jumped right into the 
workforce after high school, 
following his passion for cars at 
Highstreak Oil Change. He is 
originally from the Philippines, near 
Luzon and Angeles City, and 
moved to the United States in 2002. 
Working with Knighted for a little 
over a year now, he calls being a 
Gaming Associate a unique 
experience where he can use his 

love of numbers and counting every day. He especially enjoys 
meeting lots of new people!   

 
Fun Fact: Darwin's favorite thing in the world is to make people 
laugh! He's considered to be the "comedian" of his friends and 
family, and likes to find the humor in everything. Darwin wants 
everyone to know that "things are always easier when you can 
smile every day!"

Arthur Robles - Bicycle 
Arthur started in the casino 
industry in 2001, originally 
working for Network and 
transitioning to CNM. He's 
worked in many casinos in 
the Los Angeles area, 
including Hawaiian Gardens, 
Crystal, Commerce, and the 
Normandie. Joining Knighted 
in April of 2014, he enjoys the 
flexibility of his schedule along with the attitudes of his coworkers. 
Supervisors describe Arthur as someone who is very easy to get 
along with, and a dependable coworker that will always volunteer 
to help.
  
Fun Fact: Speaking of volunteering, giving back to others is a 
great passion of Arthur's! His favorite volunteer activity is beach 
clean-ups (check out our Earth Month Contest winner), but he has 
also helped with Knighted's Turkey Drive and Holiday Food 
Program. Arthur loves to give back to his community because he 
considers himself a lucky person, and wants to give back as 
much as he can!

Daniel Kim - Bicycle 

Yoga has become incredibly
popular as a form of exercise for
people of varying ages and
fitness levels. Whether at studios
dedicated solely to the practice,
as classes at franchised gyms,
or as videos that people can
follow at home, Yoga is an easily
approachable activity which can
be not only entertaining, but good
for you as well. Some of the
benefits that yoga may provide:
Greater Flexibility: Working in
the gaming industry, flexibility
usually refers to hours, not to
physical capacity. However,
yoga poses provide a way of
gradually increasing one's
flexibility, and becoming more
comfortable with a complete
range of motion. 
Increased Strength: Yoga
poses range from very basic to
incredibly challenging. A
competent instructor will be able
to adapt the poses and
transitions between them to suit
the strength and capacities of the
student, but rest assured that
everybody from couch potatoes
to Olympic-level athletes can
find a good workout in the
practice of yoga.
Mental Calmness: Almost all
forms of exercise provide for
some form of mental relaxation,
and yoga is no different in this
regard. Depending on the
particular 'flavor' of the class or
school that one attends, yoga
emphasizes a certain degree of
mental clarity and meditation as
a goal, with some branches
focusing more on the mental side
of the practice than the physical.



Before Daniel came to California, 
he lived in many  places on the 
East Coast, including New York, 
New Jersey, Connecticut, and 
Georgia. He helped run a family 
business in Atlanta, and has 
been in many different sales-
driven industries throughout the 
years. Daniel has been with 
Knighted for about a year now, 
and likes the variation that exists 
every day, along with the fact 
that he gets to learn and improve 
upon his gaming skills.
  
Fun Fact: Daniel was born in 
Argentina, and his family is 

originally from Korea, so he is fluent in both Spanish and Korean! 
He lived in Argentina for almost ten years, and misses the 
authentic food the most!

Keeping it Light: A Jedi's Guide to Banking 
by Lincoln Scott

"How am I to know the good side from the bad?"
"You will know, when you are calm." (1)

Through their meditations and teachings, Star Wars' Jedi learn to
channel and focus "The Force", an all-encompassing, unifying
power that connects all living things. As a result, they acquire
supernatural powers such as the ability to move things with their
mind and glimpse the future. Although our universe may lack the
supernatural binding agent present in Lucas' sci-fi epic, there
are some teachings from Jedi Master Yoda that one can
implement to make each day in seat one more manageable, and
possibly help our associates to improve their performance. 

"Difficult to see. Always in motion is the future.."(2)

Much is made of trends and swings in the gaming industry, and
tales of gargantuan losing or winning streaks are frequent water
cooler conversation. However, to maintain the clearest awareness
in a given game, an associate's focus should be squarely on the

Social Connection: In the form
of a group class, yoga offers an
entertaining and regular way to
be around and work with other
people. 
Sense of Achievement: Doing
something that you once found
impossible is almost always
accompanied by a sense of
accomplishment. Holding a pose
for longer than before, or
achieving a given pose that was
previously unreachable, both
provide moments of self-
affirmation and happiness. 

If you're a yoga rookie, consider
searching for an introductory
class near you, and see if it's
something you like!

Be Proactive with 
your Health! 

 
May is your last month to be
entered into a raffle to WIN AN
IPAD MINI!

Sign up with your provider for a
FREE preventive care visit
before May 30, and you'll be
automatically entered to win one
of two iPad minis.

Preventive care visits are an 
important part of your health and 
well-being. They are your 
chance to ask questions, get 
important screenings and 
vaccinations, and identify risks 
early so you can better protect 
your health. That's why your 
Cigna health plan offers many 
preventive care services at no 
additional cost to you. Preventive 
care is the key to keeping 
ourselves healthy and happy. 
Be proactive with your health by 
visiting your doctor for regular 
check-ups. Raffle winners will 
be announced at the casino in 
mid-June. 



hand that is currently in play. The best time to catch a mistake is
just as it happens - what better time than the present to focus
on?

"Anger, fear, aggression. The dark side are they." (3)

Being too emotionally invested in the results of the game can take
away from your ability to catch mistakes, and should be avoided,
when possible. Although it is company money that we look after,
it's definitely not our money in play, so as associates it's a
misplaced emotional reaction to care about wins or losses,
provided that all the rules are being followed. On a professional
note, maintaining a demeanor of effortless precision and
unwavering certainty is a great way to keep a table under control
- if you're unflappable, then players will likely tire before you do.

"Do or do not. There is no try." (4)

For games with concrete outcomes, there are objectively right
and wrong ways for things to be handled. In terms of spotting
mistakes, correcting errors on the table, and ensuring security of
the game, there's not really a gray area. If an associate sees a
problem, it's their job to make sure that the proper steps are
taken to protect the game. Confidently correcting errors adds to a
demeanor of confidence just as much as remaining graceful
under pressure. 

An associate who enacts the advice of Master Yoda will be
focused, calm, and act decisively when required to. This should
allow them to follow the five point mantra, maintain control over
their table, and provide an example for other associates to follow
in terms of professionalism and competence. 

1, 2, 4: Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back, 3:
Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi 
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